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Summary
Below is a summary of accomplishments, listed by project task.
• Application Case Study: Image Registration: Accomplished. A rigorous case study was developed to demonstrate the impact of dataflow-based design techniques in the domain of image registration. In our case study, we quantitatively and qualitatively assessed a comprehensive dataflow-based methodology for developing, encapsulating, and integrating image registration functional components.
• Improved Software Synthesis for Optimized Implementation on State-of-the-Art GPUs (Graphic Processing Units): Accomplished. Based on the experimentation in our proposed image registration case study, we identified bottlenecks and other areas of improvement in our GPU-targeted software synthesis tools. We designed, implemented, evaluated and refined methods to address these limitations and further improve the efficiency of our dataflow-based software synthesis tools.
• GPU-targeted Dataflow Library for Image Registration: Accomplished. We developed a collection of dataflow library components for GPU-based image registration. This library allows designers to experiment with alternative image registration techniques (e.g., different registration metrics, preprocessing techniques, and optimization subsystems) in the context of an enclosing model-based design methodology.
• Formal Models for Representation and Transformation of Performance Optimization Configurations: Accomplished. To help support a wide range of performance optimization techniques, and to improve the interoperability of lower level code tuning techniques with system-level design methodologies, we developed dataflow-based intermediate representations for encapsulating structures for scheduling. We integrated these representations in our application case study to demonstrate their efficiency, and tune their application to the image registration domain.
• Improvements to DIFML (Dataflow Interchange Format Markup Language): Accomplished. We incorporated our new image registration component library into the DIFML software package and extended the test suite for the package to provide improved code coverage.
• Emulab Software Tool: Accomplished. We developed a new software tool that provides novel capabilities for experimenting with networked signal processing systems. Our tool integrates our dataflow-based design tool with Emulab-based ns-2 scripts and provides a flexible environment that allows designers to simulate systems comprehensively at both the node and network levels.
The organization of project deliverables is summarized in Appendix-Project Deliverable of this report along with instructions for usage and demonstration of the software deliverables.
Introduction
Layered Sensing is an emerging paradigm for critical defense technologies in which heterogeneous methods for sensing, communication, signal processing, and information exploitation must be integrated with high flexibility, reliability and efficiency. New design methodologies and software tools will be required to handle the complexity of layered sensing applications, and allow designers to explore trade-offs among alternative sensing and exploitation strategies while satisfying their stringent performance and power consumption constraints, and exploiting the capabilities of state-of-the art embedded processing platforms.
The objective of this research is to develop new dataflow-based technology and associated design tools for high-productivity, high-confidence design and optimization of layered sensing software. These tools are to be geared towards systematically exploring and optimizing interactions across application behavior, operational context, high performance embedded processing architectures, and implementation constraints.
In this project, we have developed an application case study of dataflow-based design in the domain of image registration. Image registration is an important area of investigation for moving complex image and video processing techniques "to the edge" (co-located with sensor platforms). Effective image registration will help to extract key image information close to the imaging sensor, thereby facilitating faster response and also greatly reducing the amount of data that is transmitted through the network. This latter benefit will help to reduce power and energy consumption, and improve security. In our work, we have built on the Dataflow Interchange Format (DIF) Project [5] [9] [10] , which is a focal point of the Maryland DSPCAD Research Group at the University of Maryland. The DIF Project provides a valuable infrastructure for developing, experimenting with, and integrating computer-aided design techniques for embedded signal processing systems. We have developed new capabilities in the DIF package to demonstrate the techniques developed in this research, and provide a basis for integrating the techniques into practical design flows for optimized implementation of embedded signal processing software. We have also built on our recent work on architectures and acceleration techniques for medical image registration, which has provided a valuable foundation for the application case study thrust of this project.
The objective of this research has been to investigate: (a) an application case study on dataflow based design and implementation of high performance image registration applications; (b) improvements to software synthesis for graphics processing units (GPUs) to improve the performance of synthesized implementations; (c) library components for high performance, GPUbased implementation of image registration functions; (d) intermediate representations for optimized scheduling techniques and memory management configurations; (e) integration of the new image registration component library, synthesis tool enhancements, and intermediate representations into DIFML, which is an Extensible Markup Language (XML) format for standardized exchange of dataflow graph information; and (f) a novel software tool that enables Emulab-based experimentation using a user-friendly, formally-rooted, high level, dataflow language interface.
Methods, Assumptions, and Procedures
Parameterized Scheduling using Topological Patterns
For dataflow models of large-scale digital signal processing (DSP) applications, the underlying graph representations often consist of smaller sub-structures that repeat multiple times. We have demonstrated that Topological patterns (TPs) enable more concise representation and direct analysis of such substructures in the context of high level DSP specification languages and design tools [2] . Furthermore, by allowing designers to explicitly identify such repeating structures, use of TPs provides an efficient alternative to automated detection of such patterns, which entails costly searching in terms of graph-isomorphism and related forms of computation. A TP is inherently parameterized and provides a natural interface for parameterized scheduling, which enables efficient derivation of adaptive schedule structures that adjust symbolically in terms of design time or run-time variations.
Scheduling is a critical aspect of implementing dataflow graphs (e.g., see [1] ). Parameterized schedules have been studied before (e.g., see [3] [4]), and previously, production and consumption rates were key dataflow graph aspects that were used to generate parameterized schedules. In this project, we introduced a formal design method for specifying TPs and deriving parameterized schedules from such patterns based on a novel schedule model called the scalable schedule tree (SST). Our method ensures deterministic behavior of the system based on compiletime analysis of its behavior that may contain parameterizable patterns of actor and edge instantiations.
Scalable Schedule Trees
The scalable schedule tree data structure is formalized based on the generalized schedule tree (GST), which is a compact, tree-structured graphical format that can represent a variety of dataflow graph schedules [12] . In GSTs, each leaf node refers to an actor invocation, and each internal node n (called a loop node) is configured with an iteration count I n for the associated subtree, where execution of the sub-tree rooted at n is repeated I n times.
An SST has all of the features of a GST and additionally provides the following new features. 1. Parameterization. A node within an SST can be parameterized with a parameter set K. The semantics of how values associated with elements of K change is determined by the model of computation that is used for application specification in conjunction with the scheduling strategy that is used to derive the schedule tree. This decoupling from parameter change semantics allows the SST model to be applied to different kinds of dataflow application models and design environments. 2. Guarded execution. An SST leaf node, which encapsulates a firing (execution) of an individual actor, has an optional guarded attribute, which indicates that firing of the corresponding actor should be preceded by a run-time fireability (enabling) check. Such an enabling check determines whether or not sufficient input data is available for the actor to fire. The guarded attribute of SSTs is motivated by the enable-invoke dataflow model of computation, where guarded executions play a fundamental role. 3. Dynamic iteration counts. Loop nodes can be dynamically parameterized in terms of SST parameters, which provide capabilities for data-or mode-dependent iteration in schedules. An SST loop node L can be viewed as a parameterizable form of the constant-iteration-count loop Approved for Public Release; Distribution Unlimited. 4 nodes in GSTs. An SST loop node L has an associated iteration count evaluation function . An implementation of c L takes as arguments zero or more of the parameters in K. and returns a non-negative integer (zero parameters are used if the iteration count is constant). Visitation of L begins by calling c L to determine the iteration count, and then executing the subtree of L successively a number of times equal to this count. 4. Arrayed children. In addition to leaf nodes and SST loop nodes, a third kind of internal node, called an arrayed children node (ACN), is introduced to represent schedule structures related to TPs. An ACN z has an associated array childern z which represents an ordered list of candidate children nodes during any execution of the SST subtree rooted at z. For simplicity, we assume that childern z is a one-dimensional array, but the associated formulations can easily be extended to handle multi-dimensional arrays of candidate children. The array childern z has a positive integer size size z , which gives the number of elements in the array. It is assumed that the array is indexed starting at 0. Each element in childern z represents a schedule tree leaf node (i.e., an encapsulation of an actor in the enclosing dataflow graph), an SST loop node, or another SST ---i.e., a "nested'' SST. An ACN z also has three functions associated with it, which we denote as cinit z , cstep z , and climit z , that determine how childern z is traversed during a given execution of the enclosing subtree. These functions take as arguments pre-specified subsets of the parameters of z, and return, respectively, a non-negative, positive, and non-negative integer. One or more of these functions can be constant-valued -dependence on parameter settings is not essential but rather a feature that is provided for enhanced flexibility.
When an ACN z is visited during traversal (execution) of the enclosing schedule tree, the following sequence of steps, called the SST traversal process, is carried out. Figure 1 shows the design flow using the targeted dataflow interchange format (TDIF) [5] . By following this methodology, the designer can focus on design, implementation and optimization for dataflow actors and experiment with alternative task scheduling strategies and instrumentation techniques for the targeted platforms based on programming interfaces that are automatically generated from the TDIF tool. These automatically-generated interfaces provide well-defined, structured design templates for the designer to follow in order to generate dataflowbased actors that are formally integrated into the overall synthesis tool. The TDIF environment currently supports C-and GPU-based implementations (i.e., for Central Processing Unit [CPU] and GPU platforms). The GPU-based capabilities of TDIF are currently oriented towards NVIDIA GPUs, based on the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) programming framework [11] . Since CUDA is a C-like programming language, CUDA can be viewed as a variant of C with NVIDIA extensions and certain restrictions, a C-or CUDA-based actor can be implemented as an abstract data type (ADT) to enable efficient and convenient reuse of the actor across arbitrary applications. In typical C implementations, ADT components include header files to represent definitions that are exported to application developers and implementation files that contain implementation-specific definitions. We implemented a new plug-in to the DIF framework that extends the DIF language (TDL) to incorporate support for TPs and allows designers to construct SSTs for schedules associated with dataflow graphs that are specified in TDL. This plug-in integrates the SST formulations as a new internal representation format and associated set of manipulations within the DIF framework. TPs that are currently supported by TDL and defined as pattern keywords in the language include chain, ring, merge, broadcast, parallel, and butterfly. We have also developed an SST plug-in from which SSTs can be specified programmatically using graph construction Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) associated with the SST internal representation. For details on formal definitions for topological patterns in DIF and APIs defined for the SST plug-in for constructing SSTs, we refer the reader to [18] and [19] , respectively. 
Application: Image Registration
In this project, we used an image registration application to demonstrate our TDIF-based design and synthesis approach. Image registration is a process of geometrically aligning two or more images of the same scene so that they can be overlaid [6] . Here, one of the images is referred to as the reference image and the second image is referred to as the target image. Image registration algorithms can be classified into two types: feature-based and intensity-based. In feature-based algorithms, image features, such as points, lines, and contours, need to be identified and matched between the target and reference images. In intensity-based algorithms, intensity patterns are compared using correlation metrics. Once corresponding features or intensity patterns have been found, a transformation method is applied to align the target image with the reference image. Generally, there are two types of transformation algorithms: rigid transformation and non-rigid transformation. Rigid transformation only consists of and rotation, translation scaling, while non-rigid transformation allows locally warping the target image.
We model a non-rigid image registration application based on the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [7] algorithm using dataflow graphs. Figure 2 shows the design flow for such an image registration system in terms of a dataflow graph. The overall system is composed of subsystems for SIFT, the Key Points Matching technique, Matching Refinement, and Target Image Transformation. The SIFT algorithm is a method to extract scale and rotation invariant features from images. It can be used to perform feature matching between images that are taken from different views of the same scene. In our dataflow-based design, as shown in Figure 2 , the SIFT algorithm is divided into five actors: Cascade Gaussian Filtering, Difference of Gaussian, Local Extrema Detection, Post Processing, and Descriptor Assignment. We implemented these actors using C for checking functional correctness. Here, parallelism can be achieved in the computations of Cascade Gaussian Filtering, Difference of Gaussian, and Local Extrema Detection. Therefore, in addition to implementing these actors using C, we also implemented the parallelizable actors in SIFT using CUDA for performance acceleration.
For the computation of key points matching as shown, in Figure 2 , the input of the associated actor includes a descriptor array, produced from the SIFT algorithm, for the referenced image and a descriptor array, also produced from the SIFT algorithm, for the target image. This computation is annotated with a parameter for the matching threshold. A key point i in a descriptor D1 is matched to a key point j in a descriptor D2 only if the Euclidean distance d ij between i and j multiplied by the matching threshold is not greater than the Euclidean distance of i in D1 to all other key points in D2. The output of this actor is an array that contains the matching information, i.e., matched index pairs from D1 and D2.
Since key points matching may generate incorrect matches between the reference image and the target image, a refinement step is needed in order to eliminate such incorrect matches. For the computation of matching refinement, we applied the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm for this refinement step [8] . RANSAC is an iterative method to estimate parameters of a mathematical model from a set of observed data consisting of both inliers and outliers. In our case, inliers are correct matches and outliers are incorrect matches.
As shown in Figure 2 , the target image transformation takes inputs from the refined matching result and the target image and produces the resulting registered image. For the computation of the target image transformation, we divide the rigid transformation of the image into three basic components: translation, rotation, and scaling.
TDIF specifications and associated C and CUDA implementations of the targeted image registration application are provided in the project deliverables. Evaluation results of performance are provided and discussed in Section 4.1.1.
To demonstrate our methods and associated new SST plug-in for representation of and code generation from schedules for dataflow graphs that employ TPs , we use the Cascade Gaussian Filtering (CGF) subsystem in the SIFT algorithm.
The CGF subsystem contains a number of Gaussian filters with different standard deviations. These filters produce a series of Gaussian filtered images. CGF is a relevant case study for experimenting with TPs and SSTs because it can be modeled naturally in terms of parameterized topologies. As shown in Figure 3(a) , CGF can be modeled as a dataflow graph consisting of actors that perform Gaussian filtering and downsampling computations. These computations can be divided into a set of o groups, such that each group involves s filtering steps. Both o and s are parameters that can be configured by the designer (e.g., to explore trade-offs between processing complexity and image processing accuracy).
In the CGF process illustrated in Figure 3(a) , the original image is convolved with the first filter. The filtered image is saved and then convolved with the next filter, and so on. After one group of filtering operations is carried out, s different blurred Gaussian images are labeled as a separate octave. The next step is to downsample the last image of the previous octave by a factor of two. This process, as shown in Figure 3(a) , repeats until o octaves of images are produced.
The TP underlying the CGF application is a chain (linear arrangement of actors), which can be specified in TDL. Figure 3(b) shows the TDL specification with o=6 and s=6. Here, an array of 40 edges is instantiated by connecting 41 specified nodes (six groups of six nodes each that are interleaved with five individual nodes) in a chain.
In this CGF example, since both o and s are parameters that can be configured, one can naturally derive a nested SST as shown in Figure 3(c) . Such a representation provides a formal, target-language-independent model of schedule structure that can be applied to coordinate execution for this subsystem in a manner that is parameterized across two dimensions.
As shown in Figure 3(c) ., the cascade Gaussian filter ACN has 11 children nodes, which include 6 nested ACNs, each labeled as filter, and 5 downsampler actors encapsulated as leaf nodes, which are labeled as
. Each of these leaf nodes represents an encapsulation of a downsampler actor in the CGF application. Each internal node labeled filter is an ACN that contains 6 children nodes, where each of these children nodes represents an encapsulation of a Gaussian filter actor in the application.
TP specifications using DIF for the targeted image registration application and an example using our SST plug-in for the cascade Gaussian filtering application are provided in the project deliverables. Evaluation results of coding efficiency are provided and discussed in Section 4.1.2.
Emulab Software Tool
Dataflow-based modeling is typically not applied to networking aspects of networked signal processing applications such as the ones developed in Emulab. Network simulations involve link conditions and data protocols that are usually not represented using dataflow techniques. Network/application co-simulators address the issue of simulating the network conditions and the application at each node. However, most co-simulators today do not utilize dataflow-based modeling of the application (i.e., the intra-node functionality). As the range of network and distributed applications expands, it becomes increasingly important to develop methods to simulate the intra-node network conditions together with the dataflow models at the node level. Such a method would provide complete system analysis of networked signal processing applications without giving up the benefits of dataflow-based design practices at the level of individual nodes. To bridge the gap described above, we have developed a co-simulation tool called NT-SIM (NS-2-TDIF Simulation Environment) that combines TDIF with the popular Network Simulator (ns-2) to provide novel capabilities for experimentation with networked signal processing systems. NT-SIM is a flexible environment that allows designers to completely simulate systems at both the node and network levels. Dataflow-based design tools are available to assist in the development of layered sensing applications and other kinds of signal processing applications for which dataflow models can be applied to derive efficient placement and scheduling solutions. At the same time, ns-2 allows for detailed analysis of network properties and their effect on node information sharing. This allows designers to understand and validate the operation of network nodes as well as their interactions in the network. Figure 4 illustrates the execution order and interactions among components in the NT-SIM framework. Application behavior is specified based on dataflow modeling principles using the TDIF framework. To interface with the end system dataflow simulation and traffic generation for the network, the network behavior and protocols used by the nodes are defined by Object Tool Command Language (OTcl) scripts, and simulated by the NSE (NS Internal Emulator) framework.
In NT-SIM, special dataflow actors called IAs (Interface Actors) are developed to allow the sending and receiving of information between NSE and TDIF. In contrast to conventional dataflow actors, which represent functional components from the application specification, IAs are responsible for traffic generation from TDIF-based modeling subsystems, and injection of this generated traffic into the NSE framework. IAs are also responsible for time synchronization between the cooperating TDIF-and NSE-based simulation environments. This collection of IAs in a TDIF-based dataflow subsystem makes the subsystem appear as a single node within an enclosing ns-2 network topology.
The architecture of NT-SIM is designed to preserve the dataflow principles provided by the TDIF environment throughout all TDIF-based subsystems, including the interactions that occur at the interfaces of these subsystems (i.e., at the IAs). The designer is responsible for specifying the distribution of actors to the nodes in the network graph. In the NT-SIM framework, the designer develops the system in a hierarchical manner: actor design using TDIF, dataflow graph design at each network node using DIF, and network graph design using ns-2. The First-infirst-out (FIFO) communication channels in DIF act as bridges between actors in the dataflow graph. Correspondingly, the IAs act as bridges between dataflow graphs that are placed on different network nodes. In NT-SIM, dataflow subsystems can be suspended (e.g., as they wait for data) and resumed arbitrary numbers of times while the overall network is being simulated, thus allowing for simulation of complex and tightly-coupled feedback behaviors across the network.
Thus, NT-SIM provides designers with a hierarchical, modular process for modeling and experimenting with networked signal processing systems. NT-SIM also provides a useful target for incorporating additional levels of automation in the design and simulation processes. For example, protocol configurations and associated implementation details can be determined and optimized automatically by incorporating associated IA synthesis capabilities within the TDIF synthesis engine. The processes of design and experimentation using NT-SIM are demonstrated more concretely in the next section.
NT-SIM Case Study: Visual Sensor Network
We demonstrate the utility of NT-SIM with a case study of simulating a visual sensor network designed to perform image registration on different views of the same object. Visual sensor networks (VSNs) are comprised of groups of networked visual sensors with image capture, computation, and wireless communication capabilities. To maximize the effectiveness of a VSN, collaboration among the sensors can take place with the exchange or fusing of visual information from similar or different perspectives of an area [14] . This allows the information to be used in tracking, panoramas, and registration.
Each sensor node in a VSN has to fulfill application requirements while running under constraints involving memory, performance, data rates, and energy [15] . By distributing actors appropriately across the network, more processing-intensive tasks can be performed at one or more stationary systems that are connected to power sources, while simpler tasks are handled by the sensor nodes. This allows energy on the sensor nodes to be conserved while the computationally-intensive task of image registration is carried out, and also helps to improve the performance of image registration by allowing use of more powerful (less power constrained) platforms for the registration tasks.
In this case study, we experiment with this approach of heterogeneous computing and distribution-based optimization of energy and performance for the SIFT application in a VSN. This experimentation is carried out through mapping of the dataflow graphs for distributed signal processing onto separate network nodes, configuration of IAs in TDIF for appropriate communication among the nodes, and simulation using NT-SIM. Figure 5 shows a dataflow graph model of the SIFT algorithm being applied across a network. Here, the SIFT algorithm is used to register two images with different views of the same object.
Each of the actors in the SIFT algorithm is modeled using the TDIF environment. For this purpose, the SIFT algorithm is broken into smaller procedural units to be modeled with actors. At this level of NT-SIM, the actors are not assigned to any particular nodes in a network. The focus at the actor design level of NT-SIM is to create actors that are represented by the TDIF language. In this phase of the design process, designers specify the target language of each actor, along with the inputs, outputs, required parameters, and possible execution modes for the actor. The TDIF file for the SIFT descriptor actor, which passes the SIFT descriptor to the keypoints matching, RANSAC, and rigid transformation actors, is shown below. Here, we show the SIFT descriptor actor specified as a CUDA-targeted actor for GPU-based implementation:
module CUDA sift_descriptor_r output output1 sift token output output2 sift token output output3 sift token input input1 oframes input input2 gss mode init mode exe
As another example, TDIF code is shown below for an actor that sends an image from the actor representing the capture of the target image to the network simulated by ns-2. For simplicity and clarity in the illustration, we design the network to follow the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). As a result, such an image-sending actor takes in the address and port number as character-string parameters, and these parameters are employed by the actor in addition to any inputs coming from other actors in the enclosing dataflow graph subsystem. In NT-SIM, the application that runs on each network node is represented by a specification in the DIF language. To optimize the energy and performance of the SIFT VSN, actors are split onto different network nodes depending on their roles in the overall application graph. In this case study, actors are distributed across network nodes depending on whether they perform feature detection or image registration. This results in multiple dataflow graph subsystems with each subsystem corresponding to a single network node. Each of these subsystems can be specified using a DIF file that defines the actors as vertices and the connections between them as edges in the associated dataflow graph.
The current version of NT-SIM systematically integrates designer-provided tests and schedules into the overall network simulation, and automates the execution of this simulation across the entire network. Thus, NT-SIM bridges the gap between network-and dataflow-graphlevel simulation in networked signal processing systems, and provides novel capabilities into which existing and newly developed dataflow scheduling techniques can be integrated to further enhance simulation automation and design space exploration.
When using NT-SIM, the designer creates a Tool Command Language (Tcl) script that models the network topology on NSE to simulate the network. In order to use NSE on ns-2, the RealTime scheduler has to be used with the simulator. Nodes are declared along with the network objects and agents. When using the UDP protocol, each of the network objects has to declare the Internet Protocol (IP) address and port number in the script. These network objects are attached to their corresponding agents. Afterwards, the connections between nodes can be defined, along with the bandwidth, delay, and queue behavior for each connection. Each agent is attached to a node. If the nodes share a common link, then the agents are also connected. Afterwards, NSE can be run. Figure 6 illustrates the network topology used in our SIFT VSN case study. After the actors, dataflow graph subsystems (the portions of the dataflow graph that are mapped onto individual network nodes), and the network have been specified, the overall system can be simulated using NT-SIM. The Tcl script for the network is run using NSE. This allows network connections to be made between the TDIF and ns-2 environments. Separate test and DIF files are required for each VSN node. After the executables have been generated for each VSN node, they can be run ---concurrently with simulation of the resulting network traffic ---to send and receive data to and from NSE, respectively.
Improvements to DIFML
DIFML is a software package developed under our previous contract that provides an XML-based format for exchanging information between DIF and other tools and languages, and more generally, between arbitrary pairs of dataflow environments.
In this project, we used a Java code coverage tool called EMMA to analyze and provide feedback for enhancing the rigor of tests that have been created for the DIFML package. Intuitively, code coverage reports the percentage of source code components that are exercised by one or more tests in a given test suite. EMMA is a free code coverage tool that can measure code coverage results and report for a Java program [17] . Based on the results reported by EMMA, we enhanced testing for parts of the DIFML package whose code coverage results were found to be under a target threshold of 90%. As a result, our DIFML package is now validated with a test suite having at least 90% overall code coverage, which is generally considered a high level of testing rigor.
In the project deliverables, we provide an upgraded DIFML package with assocaited new tests. We also provide example code for the new library components involved in our targeted image registration application. 
Evaluation for Performance Acceleration
Table shows a performance comparison for the CPU-targeted actors (implemented using C) and GPU-targeted actors (implemented using CUDA) in the targeted image registration application. Table shows a performance comparison between two versions of the overall application ---in one version all of the actors are CPU-targeted, and in the other version, the most computationally intensive actors are GPU-targeted. As shown in Table and Table , the CUDA implement-ations have superior performance compared to the corresponding C implementations for these experiments. However, the application-level speedups, while still significant, are consistently less than the corresponding actor-level speedups. We believe that this is due to factors such as context switch overhead and communication cost for memory movement, which are associated with overall schedule coordination in the application implementations. The input for these experiments is a 1200x900 gray-scale bitmap image, and the implementations are executed on a 3 Gigahertz (GHz) PC with an Intel CPU, 4 Gigabyte (GB) Random Access Memory (RAM), and an NVIDIA GTX260 GPU. In addition to the real-time performance comparisons that have been shown above for the GPU-targeted and non-GPU-targeted actor implementations of our targeted image registration application, we have also calculated peak performance values for the GPU-targeted actor implementations in terms of Giga Floating Point Operations Per Second (GFLOPS). Our GFLOPS calculation for an actor is based on the number of floating point operations that will be launched in the CUDA kernel for the actor divided by the execution time of the CUDA kernel. In this experiment, we measured the execution time and manually counted the number of floating point operations implemented in the CUDA kernels. The results for GFLOPS are provided in Table . The actors were implemented on an NVIDIA GTX260 GPU, which provides 715 GFLOPS as peak performance. 
Evaluation in Terms of Coding Efficiency
We also apply an evaluation metric called the lines of code (LOC), which is the number of lines of code required for an application. We use this LOC metric to help quantify the benefits of the concise and scalable representation of DSP applications using TPs. Unless otherwise specified, the LOC cost refers to code that the designer needs to manually provide (e.g., in contrast to code that is automatically generated or reused from some other part of an implementation). We apply this metric on various applications, including the CGF application, that are specified with and without use of TPs.
We first compare LOC evaluation results, as shown in Figure 7(a) , for different applications by using TDL with and without the support of TPs. For the specifications in this comparison, each node and edge declaration occupies a separate line of code. We also compare the LOC cost of CGF implementation that uses code generation and the LOC cost of the generated code in the TDIF environment. This gives a comparison of the complexity of the complete implementation generated using TDIF compared to the complexity of the code that the designer has to write and maintain as source code. Figure 7 (b) summarizes the LOC costs for different implementation components for the CGF application when code generation is used ---i.e., these are the costs for the designer-written code that can be viewed as input to the TDIF toolset. These costs are listed as functions of the numbers of dataflow graph actors n and edges e in the scalable application, and the total LOC costs c in the designer-written component of the actor implementations.
On the other hand, Figure 7(c) shows the LOC costs of the complete generated implementation ---i.e., the generated code together with the designer-written TDIF input code that is used directly (without translation) in the implementation. In the CGF application, the underlying TP is a chain, and the number of edges is of the same order as the number of nodes. Thus, comparing the LOC listings in Figure 7 (b) and Figure 7(c) , we see that as the number of nodes n in the application is increased, the ratio of the designer-written LOC cost to the complete implementation LOC cost decreases. This helps to quantify the utility of the TDIF tool in terms of LOC costs as a function of graph complexity. This comparison incorporates the use of TPs, which help to reduce the LOC cost for the top-level DIF specification.
Case Study: Visual Sensor Network
The SIFT sensor network is simulated on a 3GHz PC with two Intel Xeon CPUs, 3GB RAM, and an NVIDIA GTX260 GPU. The gcc version 3.4.4 and nvcc version 3.2 compilers are used in the back end of the implementation process. The functional accuracy of NT-SIM was verified through simulation of the SIFT VSN case study. End systems (network nodes) representing reference and target image sensors that can perform feature detection were supplied with only the reference and target image shown in Figure 8 . Functional accuracy was validated by the match between the produced, registered image and a ground-truth, registered image provided by the simulation of the single-node SIFT algorithm.
Conclusion
In this project, we developed and delivered improved software tools and application examples for demonstrating layered sensing and signal processing systems on high performance embedded processors such as GPUs. We created GPU-enhanced dataflow components and applied our DIF/TDIF tool to demonstrate an application case study on high performance image registration applications. We also integrated the targeted image registration application into our DIFML package, which provides an XML format for standardized exchange of dataflow graph information. We introduced a formal design method for specifying topological patterns for signal processing applications and deriving parameterized schedules from such patterns based on a novel intermediate schedule representation called the scalable schedule tree (SST). We also developed a novel software tool called the NS-2-TDIF simulation environment (NT-SIM), which enables Emulab-based experimentation for networked signal processing systems. In the project deliverables, we have included the developments in TDIF, NT-SIM, and DIFML that have been supported in this project, as well as the developments in DIF with the TP plug-in and associated SST functionality demonstrated for a selected application example based on cascade Gaussian filtering.
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A. Appendix-Project Deliverables
A.1. Introduction to Deliverable Organization
The project deliverables are stored as sub-packages in the afrl-dspcad-ceteinstallation package and delivered as a compressed file called afrl-dspcad-ceteinstallation.tar.gz. The sub-packages in the project deliverables are 1) DIF with the topological patterns plug-in, 2) the TDIF plug-in to DIF, 3) the DIFML plug-in to DIF, 4) the SST plug-in to DIF, and 5) demo examples for items 1-4, which are labeled as dif-demo, tdif-demo, difml-demo, and sst-demo, respectively.
The afrl-dspcad-cete-installation package is an IDICE package. IDICE provides tutorial/instructional extensions to the DICE (the DSPCAD Integrative Command Line Environment) package [13] for streamlined and configurable use of DICE. DICE is a package of utilities that facilitates efficient management of software projects. Use of IDICE and DICE provides a unified framework for introducing and applying important software engineering methods and practices, such as script-based automation, design for cross-platform operation, unit testing, and incremental project development.
The TDIF sub-package stores the APIs for the delivered GPU software modules, run-time libraries, and GPU-targeted software synthesis tools. The associated deliverables are stored in the following directory:
afrl-dspcad-cete-installation/idice/idice-set/libs/tdifgen
The DIFML sub-package stores the DIFML software. The associated deliverables are stored in the following directory:
afrl-dspcad-cete-installation/idice/idice-set/libs/difmlgen DIF with the topological patterns plug-in and SST plug-in are stored in the following directory:
afrl-dspcad-cete-installation/idice/idice-set/libs
The dif-demo, tdif-demo, difml-demo, and sst-demo directories store demonstration examples that are implemented using the DIF pakcage with the topological pattern plug-in, the TDIF package for the targeted image registration application, the TDIF package with the assocaited NT-SIM plug-in, the DIFML package, and the SST package, respectively. The associated deliverables are stored in the following directory:
afrl-dspcad-cete-installation/idice/idice-set-adm/dist
All deliverables in the afrl-dspcad-cete-installation package are built under the Ubuntu Linux platform with NVIDIA's GPU, CUDA, and ns-2 enabled.
